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A DWARF MOUNTAIN WATCH-STATION GARRISON

South of the Vaults and a days ride east of Pavona, settled in the bosom of the twin peaks of

Karaz Azi and Karaz Azu, lies the dwarf hold of Karak Hazkal. Established a mere three

centuries ago as a trading village, this settlement has quickly attracted numerous dwarf

adventurers, vagabonds, mercenaries, merchants and fortune seekers. Not as well respected as

the holds nestled in Worlds Edge Mountains, or even those located in the heart of the Vaults,

Karak Hazkal has nonetheless become a wealthy settlement worthy of a royal clan.

The current ruler of Karak Hazkal is the merchant prince Utri Garilsson, whose lineage dates

back to nobles of the fallen hold of Karak Drazgh. Since the fall of their ancient hold, Prince

Utri's clan has taken to crafting and commerce, eventually settling in the Appuccini mountains

after discovering wealth hidden under the surface of the Tilean rock. However, in contrast to

that of many dwarf holds, the fortune of Karak Hazkal lies not in iron or gold, but in its stone

quarries, which provide one of best sources of fine alabaster, marble, granite and semi-

precious gems for sculptors, jewelers and architects in the Old World.

During recent years the colonies, outposts and mines in the Vaults and northern Appuccinis

have begun attracting a large host of dwarf mercenaries, lured by the promise of wealth, and

weary of fighting in human wars. Many have pledged fealty to Prince Utri, eager to restore

honor and respect to their names after living for so long among humans.

A DWARF MERCHANT'S MULE

Dwarf merchants are a common

sight in lands around Karak

Hazkal, trading Tilean grain and

fish for jasper, malachite, crystal

and marble. While wagons are

often unable to pass over the rough

mountain roads of the Appuccinis,

dwarf merchants have long relied

on trained mules to carry goods and

supplies.
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MERCENARY DWARFS MARCHING THROUGH A MOUNTAIN PASS

A DWARF CANNON GETTING READY TO BLAST THE ENEMIES OF KARAK HAZKAL
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he ground upon which Wulfram the

Wizened stood shook and cracked.

Not for a hundred years had the long

bearded runesmith heard such a sound. Not

in his entire lifetime had he witnessed such

shame.

Sweat dripped from his brows as he

attempted to stabilize his footing and get out

of the way of the giants who were heading

back down the pass toward the badlands.

They did not seem to notice him, or if they

did, they were too preoccupied arguing over

their loot to pay him any attention. Perhaps

they were right. What could he do alone

against not one but an entire tribe of giants.

It did not matter. Even with his mighty

rune-lore he had been too late.

The flame cannon had been the first to fall

to the foe. Not even properly setup, it burst

in a plume of luminescent chemical fire as

the club of an incoming giant hit its holding

chamber. The liquid inside ignited with the

resulting hot flames spewing onto the

shocked dwarf crews and nearby thunderers.

A few managed to get off a shot at the huge

monsters rushing down the mountain side,

but the giants just shrugged off the

disorganized volley before trampling into

the dwarf caravan. Overwhelmed the dwarf

force did its best to hold off the giant tribe

and allow Prince Utri Garilsson's cousin to

withdraw with the artifact, but their efforts

were in vain. With each step the giants

waded deeper into the dwarf formation.

Their footfalls pounded the ground until the

nearby peaks trembled. One or two of the

younger dwarfs even lost their footing,

before being squashed into a bloody pulp

under the giants' toes.

By the time Wulfram reached the top of the

peak and was able to witness the carnage

taking place in the valley below the fight

had already turned into a massacre. While

several of the giants were injured, the dwarf

force was obliterated. In sheer desperation

and anger Wulfram rushed to join the fray,

but he knew by the time he was going to be

close to the caravan the combat would be

over. These dwarfs had been prepared to

stave off bandits or perhaps a small

greenskin raiding party, but not a group of

giants. Such a posse had not been seen this

close to the Appuccini's in generations.

At first there was some hope among the

dwarf force that the artifact might be saved.

If the frontline of dwarf clansmen and

mercenaries could buy enough time for the

Prince's cousin to enact a strategic

withdraw, all would not be lost. With each

footstep the giants took to encircle the

dwarfs, that hope dwindled. At the critical

moment the artifact bearer, cousin to the

honorable Utri Garilsson froze. Stricken

with fear he neither ran nor fought. The

artifact he held in one hand fell to the

shaking ground, past his trembling knees.

As it fell the legendary artifact glistened in

the morning light. As the crown of Karak

Drazgh hit the ground each dwarf who

witnessed these events held their breath.

They knew that with the loss of the crown

the plans of Prince Utri and those of all of

Karak Hazkal would be shattered. Without

his ancestor's crown, the Prince would never

agree to be granted the title of king. His

honor would not allow it.

The shiny crown did not only attract the

notice of the embattled dwafs. The leader of

the giants was quick to pluck it off the

ground. Incredulous and being a good two

hundred yards away, Wulfram could do

nothing as the hulking behemoth stuffed the

dwarf artifact into the pocket of his filthy

jerkin. The giant then surveyed the sight of

the caravan's demise and started bellowing

at the other giants who were now

squabbling over the shiny metal objects they

begun looting off the dead dwarfs and the

mule meat they began gathering off the

carcases of the pack animals. In less than a

minute the giants finished their efforts and

shambled down the pass, toward the distant

badlands Wulfram assumed were their

home.

When he reached Karak Hazkal, Wulfram's

heart was heavy. He had failed to

rendezvous with the bearer of the crown of

Karak Drazgh and guide the dwarf caravan

along the safest route across the

Appuccini's. He had witnessed the shame of

Prince Utri's cousin and now had the tell his

lord of the events that had transpired.

Prince Utri Garilsson sat immobile as the

wizened runesmith recounted his tale of the

giant attack. He showed neither fury, nor

despair, but listened like a great marble

statue. Only his piercing gaze betrayed the

harsh anger he felt. When Wulfram finished

the Prince spoke. His voice boomed across

the hall of the Karak, "Let a new Grudge be

entered! Let a new army be mustered!

Karak Hazkal is going to war!"
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The dwarfs who dwell in the Appuccini Mountains are 

famed mercenaries, adventurers and merchants.

Led by the stoic Prince Utri Garilsson these dwarfs seek 

to build new fortunes and regain the lost glory of their ancestors.  

Happy
Hammer


